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Abstract

Objective: The research was conducted as a quasi-experimental study using a single-group pretest post-test design to develop empathic approaches in the nurses who care for adolescents with type 1 diabetes mellitus.

Methods: All the nurses working in the adolescent service at Farabi Hospital Faculty of Medical Sciences at Karadeniz Technical University participated in the study. Implementation of empathy education program was conducted by the researcher on 8-9 August 2011. Program lasted for 16 hours totally, eight hours a day. Data were collected using “self description document for adolescents,” “in-depth interview form,” “empathy data form for nurses,” and “nurses verbal record form.” Necessary official permissions from the hospital administrators were obtained. In the study, adolescents between the ages of 13 and 18 with type 1 diabetes mellitus for at least one year participated.

Results: It was found in the study that there were little similarities, particularly about physical subjects, between the perceptions of patient adolescents and nurses before the training in term of patients' feeling of being different and stigma; their management strategies of stress, anxiety, and fear depending on their illness; and in terms of doing risky behaviors and of dealing with the illness. After the training, it was found that there was a big change, particularly emotional change, in the perception of nurses in a more comprehensive way compared to their perception before the training. In the second phase of the study, a total of 136 verbal communications between adolescents and nurses were recorded before the training when patients were admitted to the hospital, during treatment and dinner. It was observed that 80.1% of these communications performed by the nurses before the education showed characteristics of “non-empathic approach,” while 19.9% of them showed some characteristics of empathic approach, which indicates that nurses were more inclined to use non-empathic approaches before the training. When the communications after the training were observed, 15.9% of 82 communications showed non-empathic characteristics, while 84.1% of them showed empathic characteristics. According to this decrease in the number of unempathic behaviors, it was seen that the nurses after the training used less unemphatic behaviors.

Conclusion: The results of the study also showed that while the level of unempathic approaches of the nurses before the training was much higher and they were used more often than empathic approaches that the nurses provided after the training. It was also seen that empathy training is quite effective in developing nurses' empathic behaviors.
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Öz

Amaç: Araştırma, Tip 1 Diyabetes Mellitusu (DM) olan adölesanların bakım veren hemşirelerin empatik yaklaşımlarını geliştirmek üzere tek gruplu ön-test-sontest yarım desene dayanarak gerçekleştirilmiştir.


Bulgular: Araştırımda tip 1 diyabetes hastaları olan adölesanların dönen özellikleri ve benliklerinin etkileneceği; damgalanma ve kendini farklı hissetme; hastalığa bağlı yaşlıdışı stres, kaygısı, korkulu ve hastalıkları yönetme stratejileri, riskli davranışlara girme ve hastalıkları ile bas etmeleri yönünden eğitim öncesi bakım veren hemşirelerde adolesanların algılamalarında özellikle fiziksel konularda kısmen benzerlikler olduğu saptanmıştır. Hemşirelerin eğitim sonrası algılamalarında eğitim öncesine göre özellikle dergipatlayan yönlerde daha kapsamlı algılamaya yöneldiği bulunmuştur. Araştırma öncesi dönemde hemşirelerin eğitim öncesi gelişmelerde adolesanlarla iletişim, tedavi ve aksam yemeği sırasında kurdukları toplam 136 sözsel iletişim kaydedilmiştir. Bu iletişimlerin %80,1 inin "empatik olmayan %19,9’unun "empatik" yaklaşımların özellikleri ile "empatik olmayan" yaklaşımların eğitim öncesi hemşireler tarafından daha sık kullanıldığı belirlenmiştir. Eğitim sonrası iletişimleri bakıldığında, toplam 82 iletişimden %15,9’unun "empatik olmayan" ve %84,1’inin empatik yaklaşımın özellikleri gösterdiği bulunmuştur. Empatik olmayan iletişimlerin %5’inin "empatik olmayan" ile "empatik" iletişim arasında belirlenen bu gerilimeye göre hemşirelerin eğitim sonrası bu yaklaşımları daha az kullanıkları görülmüştür.

Sonuç: Hemşirelerin eğitim sonrası "empatik olmayan" yaklaşımları daha az, empatik yaklaşımları ise çok ve sık kullanıkları görülmuştur ve empati eğitiminin hem-şirelerin empati becerilerinin gelişirildiği etkisi olduğu belirlenmiştir.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Empati, tip 1 diyabet, adolesan, empati eğitim, hemşirelik bakım
INTRODUCTION

It is observed that the nursing practices in our country, including medical treatment, are performed through routine tasks or procedures instead of providing personal care that aims at patient needs by using problem-solving approaches (1). This working style alienates the nurses from the patients as well as makes their mutual relation mechanical, fails to uncover the patient and nurse interaction, and places the nurses in a position that serves not the patients but the institution. Besides, this approach not only limits nurses’ interventions, but also results in unreasonable and irrational interventions not based on knowledge but done automatically. However, in 1952, Hildegard Peplau defined nursing as an “interpersonal process” toward maturation and learning for patients/individuals. According to the six nursing roles defined by Peplau (2) in her nursing model, the nurses receive their clients with respect and without prejudice and accept them as they are; give them information, answer their questions, and interpret their treatment or clinical data; instruct them in line with their interests and abilities; lead them with cooperation and active participation; and create emotional tones and counsel them to answer their needs (2). In 1966, Joyce Travelbee described nursing as an interpersonal process that helps human beings cope with an illness, learn from the experience, find meaning in the experience, and grow from the experience. One of the basic concepts of Travelbee’s nursing definition is “the ability of nurses to provide therapeutic use of self by letting themselves be used for therapeutic nursing interventions.” The “therapeutic use of nurses” includes introspection, self-understanding, understanding of dynamics of the human behaviors, ability to interpret their and others’ behaviors, and ability to provide an effective nursing intervention. According to Travelbee, the phase of “empathy” involves sharing another’s psychological state and “sympathy” is the wish to help the person under stress after understanding their psychological state. Hence, empathy represents the similarities in experiences and the wish to understand others, whereas sympathy represents helpful nursing interventions as a component of “the ability of nurses to provide therapeutic use of self by letting themselves be used for therapeutic nursing interventions” and disciplined mental approaches by going beyond empathy after understanding others (3, 4).

In the study by Peitchinis (5), it was identified that nurses attained low scores in terms of therapeutic activities associated with traditional personal characteristics. However, the study highlighted that nurses demonstrated an increasing awareness about the problems and the failures encountered and made sincere efforts to cope with these problems (5).

Although the author discussed about the general deficiencies and shortcomings of the nurses in terms of their readiness in face of the situations, Peitchinis emphasized that therapeutic activities generally emerge after experiencing a personal crisis and nurses lacked nursing competence. Similarly, many studies have highlighted that nurses’ empathic levels were low or moderate (6-9). Some studies investigated patient-nurse interaction, nurses’ approaches toward patients, and their caregiving activities in patients’ eyes and found that nurses’ approaches were unsatisfactory and insufficient (10,11).

Wilkinson (12) reported that there have been insignificant improvements in the communication skills of nurses in the last 20 years. The studies on empathy and communicational skills emphasized and indicated that nurses should make more efforts to increase empathy and communicational skills providing effective nursing care (7).

The working conditions and general empathic approaches of the nurses are accepted unsatisfactorily in our country; alternatively, an adolescent with diabetes lives along with his/her routine medical processes, but it becomes important that the nurses understand and are aware of the world of a diabetic adolescent. Moreover, little is known about the experiences of diabetic adolescents, except that most of them cannot achieve a well-balanced standard of metabolic control. There is no study on nurses’ understanding of diabetic adolescents’ worlds and the development of their empathic skills.

Overall, the study was conducted with one group using pretest and post-test questionnaires in a semi-experimental design to determine the effect of the empathic-skills-education provided to the nurses who give care to the adolescents with type 1 diabetes mellitus on their nursing-patient communication.

Hypothesis tested in the study

$H_1$: The empathic-skills-education was effective for increasing nurses’ empathic approaches.

$H_2$: The empathic-skills-education was effective for decreasing nurses’ non-empathic approaches.

METHODS

The study included 46 adolescents, who presented to diabetes polyclinics and voluntarily participated in the study, and eight clinic nurses who worked in a university hospital. The study was conducted between the June 20, 2011, and September 10, 2011. To conduct the study, the empathic-skills-education program and data collection forms were developed. Before the study, the ethical suitability of the research was approved by Ethical Council of the Kayseri with the decision dated and numbered 06.08 2009 and 09/08, respectively, and the necessary official permission from the hospital management was obtained for the implementation phase of the research. Additionally, oral consent from the participant diabetic adolescents who volunteered to join the study and the nurses who worked at the adolescent service was obtained.

Development of empathic-skills-education program

The aim of empathic-skills-education program developed to undertake the study was to provide the nurses with useful empathic skills. The empathic-skills-education program was structured with the assumption that the participants would be able to adopt their own learning responsibilities. The program mainly focused on teaching affection/emotion and accordingly using the appropriate techniques to improve the abilities to perceive and demonstrate an empathic response. The data of the literature reviewed were clustered into four themes: (1) characteristics of adolescent period and exposure of personality; (2) stigmatize and feeling different; (3) affections experienced, such as stress, anxiety, and fear; and (4) strategies used, risky behaviors demonstrated, and coping methods used. As for the general education techniques, didactic narration, watching visual materials, using imagination, discussion and experience sharing were utilized. To improve the skill to give empathic response, role play, exercises, question-answer, puzzle games, feedback, and homework were utilized. Regarding the teaching approach, the em-
The empathic-skills-education program was based on Edith Stein’s three-stage model of empathy (13,14): (1) active listening to understand, (2) empathizing or merging for identification, and (3) sympathy and self-recovery. The empathic-skills-education program was composed of two main parts: (1) introducing the world of the type I diabetic adolescent patients and (2) developing empathic response for type I diabetic adolescent patients. Part I included the dimension of the adolescent patients’ world, similarities and differences related to the adolescents’ experiences as explored by nurses’ observations and literature knowledge, and implementation of active listening to understand, empathize, and improve intrapersonal cognitive and emotional dimensions associated with the diabetic adolescent patients. Part II covered dimensions of the indifferent, ineffective, offending, or superficial responses or reactions, and active listening to understand was emphasized. The second part was implemented through scenarios and role plays showing non-empathic responses to consolidate the educational topics.

To reveal empathic approaches, classical empathy definitions and communicational techniques were discussed, and the same scenarios were performed with empathic techniques and role play. In this phase, nurses watched a video that contained a specialist’s interview with an adolescent diabetic patient to reinforce the educational topic, to provide realistic images, and to solve a puzzle about empathic communication. At the end of empathic-skills-education program, the importance and significance of developing empathy in nursing was highlighted and the participants were requested to assess the empathic-skills-education program. This program was analyzed using the opinion of an expert psychiatric nurse. In line with the recommendations and changes offered by the expert psychiatric nurse, the necessary corrections were made and the program was finalized. The empathic-skills-education program was held by the researcher between the August 8, 2011, and August 9, 2011. The program lasted for 16 hours in total: 8 hours a day for 2 days. The empathic-skills-education program was held at the same time because all the eight nurses who worked at the adolescent service participated.

**Developing Data Collection Tools:** To collect the data of the study, four forms were designed. The forms were developed by a researcher. After a literature review, specialists’ opinions were taken and informal interviews with adolescent patients having diabetes mellitus were conducted.

**Adolescent’s Self-Account Form:** A literature review was conducted to understand the adolescents’ feelings, thoughts, difficulties, dilemmas, reactions, and their world. Form 1 addressed a total of 21 questions with four main themes and five sociodemographic questions; 21 questions targeted factual answers about themselves, events, and people and perceptional/non-factual answers about the situations, people, or objects explained by the adolescents.

**In-Depth Interview Form:** To increase the reliability of the data collected with “The form of adolescent’s self-account” designed in line with literature, to understand the world of adolescent patients in our country, three in-depth interviews were conducted with three adolescent diabetic patients. During the interviews, a semi-structured “In-depth Interview Form” was used. The interview form included a total of 30 questions and was employed before the empathic-skills-education program.

**Empathic Data Form for Nurses:** The form included 35 questions about four main themes used in the first two forms and 30 sociodemographic questions. All the 35 questions addressed how the nurses perceived the world of the adolescent diabetic patients. The form was used both before the education and after the education.

**Oral Statement Form for Nurses:** The form was intended to observe how the nurses developed oral communications with the diabetic adolescent patients and was used to register oral statements used by the nurses in the nurse-patient communication and the reasons. The form was used both before the education and after the education.

**Data collection**

**Data Collection before the Education**

The adolescent diabetic patients who were followed-up at Diabetics Education Policlinic of Farabi Hospital of Karadeniz Technical University were contacted through the telephone numbers in the policlinic registries. During the interviews, the adolescents were informed about the study; 46 adolescent patients having diabetes mellitus aged between 13 and 18 years and volunteered to participate in the study were identified and the interviews were conducted with appointments. In-depth interviews were conducted with three adolescent diabetic patients who came to the policlinic for medical checkups at the time of data collection and accepted for in-depth interviews through “Adolescent’s Self-Account Form.”

The data about the nurses were collected by the researcher through “Empathic Data Form for Nurses.” The researcher observed a participant (the researcher did not participate in the patient care) to study the oral statements made by the nurses in the nurse-patient communication, and the reasons and the data were registered in Oral Statement Form for Nurses.

The observations were made in three different time intervals: mostly at the time of shift change, treatment, and mealtime, during which the nurse-patient communication was strong, and in different working hours. Therefore, the observations were made around 10 a.m., which was the busiest treatment/working hour; around 6 p.m. during which period dinner was given; and around shift change (08.00 a.m. and 04.00 p.m.) to explore the nurses’ communications with patients. During these time intervals, at least three complete oral communications of the nurses with the patients were observed. Because of the forgetfulness factor, the nurses were asked about the reasons to communicate with the patient just after the observed oral communication ended in case reliability of the data might have been affected.

Observation registrations were instantly and exactly noted in the form in another room just after the observation. The observations were conducted thrice by the researcher and were randomly observed by another specialist instructor who was trained previously about the observations at the time of shift change, treatment, and meal time, and these observations of the specialist instructor were compared with the data of the observation made by the researcher. It was found that both observation registrations were similar.

**Data Collection after Education**

Fifteen days later after the empathic-skills-education program was conducted with the help of an expert opinion on educational sciences, nurses’ abilities to use empathic communication in perceiving the adolescents’ world and developing communication with the adoles-
cents were again examined. The study data after the education were collected by the researcher using Empathic Data Form for Nurses and Oral Statement Form for Nurses under the same conditions before the empathic-skills-education program was held.

Scope and limitation of the study

The study-results were generalizable only to the nurses who provided care to the adolescent diabetic patients at adolescent service of a university hospital. One of the limitations of the study was that it comprised type 1 adolescent diabetic patients aged 13-18 years; another limitation of the study was that it was composed of the nurses who provided care to these adolescents.

Data analyses

Separate analyses were performed for the qualitative and quantitative data of the study. To analyze qualitative data, the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS 13.0) was used. As for the qualitative data of the study, the observed nurses’ oral statements were sorted out into two groups by the researcher, thesis adviser, and a professor from psychiatric nursing: empathic approaches and non-empathic approaches. The sorting was based on the statements as well as the content of the empathic-skills-education program. Thus, qualitative data of the study were transformed into quantitative data in accordance with the frequency of the qualitative data. These findings were presented in descriptive statistical figures, percentages, and graphics.

RESULTS

Findings about the sociodemographic characteristics of the nurses

It was found that all the participant nurses were adults (aged 25-45 years), most of them belonged to 21-32 age group (62.5%; average age 32 ± 6.67 years), received higher education on professional nursing, and had academic titles on nursing (62.5%), had prior hospitalization experience (62.5%), and had a diabetic patient in the family (62.5%). Moreover, one-half of the nurses were married, had children, and had brothers and sisters, all had nuclear family, and none had any experience of life crisis. Most of the participant nurses did not choose the nursing profession willingly (62.5%) and emphasized that they would not choose the profession again (87.5%); 75.0% of the nurses mentioned that they were not working willingly at the medical service of the hospital. Most of the nurses who worked under these conditions had ≥7 year-working-experience in the profession (62.5%) and were working for ≤6 years at the adolescent service where they were still employed (62.5%). It was noted that all of the nurses worked shifts in mixed working hours and shared the workload (100.0%) and served on an average for 15 patients.

It was found out that all the nurses could not use professional skills/knowledge much while providing care (100.0%), felt “mostly” (50.0%) and “sometimes” (50.0%) competent in understanding patients and spared sufficient time for patient care (75.0%). All the nurses agreed that intra-team communication was “good,” most of them were “satisfied” with the work-environment and described working conditions as “normal” (50.0%) and “very stressful” (50.0%). It was discovered that most of the nurses did not receive any training on empathy during basic academic education before the graduation (75.0%); during on-job trainings organized by the institution where they were employed after graduation (62.5%); had nobody as a role model for empathy during the early professional period (75.0%); and did not need any knowledge and skill for empathy (75.0%).

Findings about empathic and non-empathic approaches used in the oral communication with the diabetic adolescents before and after the empathic-skills-education

This part included findings about the nurses’ ability to demonstrate empathic communication skills explained in the empathic-skills-education. The data about empathic skills demonstrated or empathic communications made by the nurses were collected using observation registrations that included the communication the nurses made with the adolescents at the time of shift change, treatment, and mealtime before and after the empathic-skills-education. The communications registered were sorted into two groups in terms of empathic approaches and non-empathic approaches and assessed.

Table 1 showed the distributions of nurses’ empathic approaches and non-empathic approaches used in the oral communication with the adolescents before and after the empathic-skills-education. A total of 136 oral communications with adolescents were registered at the time of shift change, treatment, and mealtime before the empathic-skills-education. When these oral communications were evaluated in terms of being empathic approaches and non-empathic approaches, 80% (109 communications) were non-empathic approaches, whereas 19.9% (27 communications) were empathic approaches. Of these 109 non-empathic approaches observed before the empathic-skills-education (at the time of shift change, treatment, and mealtime), the most commonly used communication approach was “data/information collection” (28.4%; mostly during the treatment 63.3%). The second most commonly used communication approach was “changing the subject” (11.9%), and the third was “negative criticism-judgment” (11.0%). It was noted that 19.9% of the oral communications with the adolescents before the empathic-skills-education (27 communications) were empathic approaches. Of these 27 empathic approaches used in the oral communications, the most commonly used empathic approach (6) was “informing” and “facilitating emotion/reflecting emotion” (22.2%).

Table 1 demonstrates 82 oral communications registered at the time of shift change, treatment, and mealtime after the empathic-skills-education. When these oral communications were evaluated in terms of being empathic approaches and non-empathic approaches, it was explored that 15.9% (13 communications) were non-empathic approaches, whereas 84.1% (69 communications) were empathic approaches. Of the 13 non-empathic approaches observed after the empathic-skills-education (at the time of shift change, treatment, and mealtime), the most commonly used communication approach was again “data/information collection” (61.5%; mostly during the treatment 63.3%). Following “data/information collection,” the second most commonly used communication approach was “changing the subject” (23.0%).

It was found out that 84.1% of the oral communications with the adolescents after the empathic-skills-education (69 communications) were empathic approaches. Of these 69 empathic approaches, the most commonly used empathic approach (22) was “facilitating emotion/reflecting emotion.” There was a difference between empathic approaches and non-empathic approaches used by the nurses in the communication with the adolescents before and after the education. Fourteen of the 18 non-empathic approaches used before the ed-
Table 1. The distributions about nurses' empathic approaches and non-empathic approaches used in the oral communication with the adolescents before and after the empathic-skills-education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reactions</th>
<th>Before the empathic-skills-education (n=8)</th>
<th>After the empathic-skills-education (n=8)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shift-change</td>
<td>Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-empathic reactions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data collection</td>
<td>7 (22.5)</td>
<td>16 (51.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing the subject</td>
<td>2 (15.4)</td>
<td>11 (84.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative criticism/judgement</td>
<td>4 (33.3)</td>
<td>7 (58.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questioning/interrogating/ inquisition</td>
<td>4 (44.4)</td>
<td>4 (44.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warning/threatening</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7 (87.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mocking/giving nicknames</td>
<td>1 (16.7)</td>
<td>5 (83.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blaming</td>
<td>1 (16.7)</td>
<td>5 (83.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convincing</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 (20.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommending</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 (25.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preventing expression of the emotions</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4 (100.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not recognizing anxiety clues</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3 (100.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breaking up the communication</td>
<td>1 (50.0)</td>
<td>1 (50.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advising</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arguing</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dictating</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 (100.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emphasizing their opinions</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 (100.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giving examples from their experiences</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consoling</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>20 (18.3)</td>
<td>67 (63.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empathic reactions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informing</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6 (100.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitating emotions/ reflecting emotions</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6 (100.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encouraging</td>
<td>2 (40.0)</td>
<td>3 (60.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarifying</td>
<td>1 (33.3)</td>
<td>2 (66.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approving</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2 (100.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consolidation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicating the observations</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2 (100.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Searching the reason of the behavior</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2 (100.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reassuring</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 (100.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using silence</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helping</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justifying</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3 (11.1)</td>
<td>24 (88.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Total</td>
<td>23 (16.9)</td>
<td>91 (66.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Percentages were calculated with total line number
ucation by the nurses (“negative criticism/judgment,” “questioning/interrogating/inquisition,” “warning/threatening,” “mocking/giving nicknames,” “blaming,” “convincing,” “preventing expression of the emotions,” “not recognizing anxiety clues,” “breaking up the communication,” “recommending,” “arguing,” “dictating,” “emphasizing their opinions,” and “giving examples from their experiences”) were not used after the empathic-skills-education. Four non-empathic approaches (data collection, changing the subject, recommending, and consoling) were still used after the empathic-skills-education. Of these non-empathic reactions, it was observed that “consoling” was not used before the empathic-skills-education but it was used after the empathic-skills-education. It was observed that 8 reactions used in the communication with the adolescents before the empathic-skills-education were empathic approaches, whereas 10 reactions were empathic approaches after the empathic-skills-education. Before the empathic-skills-education, the nurses resorted to empathic approaches such as “informing,” “facilitating emotions/reflecting emotions,” “encouraging,” “clarifying,” “approving,” “communicating the observations,” “searching the reason of the behavior,” and “reassuring,” whereas after the empathic-skills-education, they used “consoling,” “silence,” “helping,” and “justifying” in addition to the above-mentioned empathic approaches.

DISCUSSION

In the study, nurses’ communication with the adolescents was observed in the clinic at different periods, such as shift change, treatment, and mealtime before and after the empathic-skills-education, and was assessed in terms of using empathic approaches and non-empathic approaches. The assessment was based on the contents of the empathic-skills-education program. The findings were presented in numbers and percentages. A total of 136 oral communications with adolescents were registered at the time of shift change, treatment, and mealtime before the empathic-skills-education. It was noted that 80% of these communications were non-empathic approaches. Accordingly, it was observed that nurses largely and frequently used non-empathic approaches before the empathic-skills-education. It was understood that of these 109 non-empathic approaches used before the empathic-skills-education (at the time of shift change, treatment, and mealtime), the most commonly observed communication approach was “data/information collection” (28.4%; mostly during the treatment 63.3%). Although communication made for data collection was not our study criteria, this finding indicated that data about the patients was not systematically collected, but data collection was aimlessly and purposelessly conducted at different times.

In addition to the communication made for data collection, other important points that appeared in the study before the empathic-skills-education were the 16 approaches used. These were changing the subject, negative criticism/judgment, questioning, warning/threatening, mocking, blaming, convincing, recommending, preventing expression of the emotions, not recognizing anxiety clues, breaking up the communication, advising, arguing, dictating, emphasizing their opinions, and giving examples from their experiences. Regarding the use of these communication-preventative approaches, Maguire (15) argued that nurses feared to discover patients’ emotions and opinions, which they thought they could not cope with due to lack of knowledge and skills. Wilkinson (16) claimed that the nurses used communication-preventive approaches as a measure against the possible psychological problems that the nurses and the patients may have for not being involved with the psychological problems of the patients. The other studies reviewed in literature also explained that nurses resorted to communication-preventive approaches because they felt incompetent about communicational skills (16).

When the oral communications were evaluated after the empathic-skills-education, 15.9% of the 82 communications (13 communications) were non-empathic approaches. Judging by the decreasing number of the non-empathic approaches, it was noted that nurses used these approaches less frequently, which confirmed “H1: The empathic-skills-education was effective upon decreasing nurses’ non-empathic approaches.” Of these non-empathic communications made after the empathic-skills-education, the most common non-empathic communication was made for “data collection” (61.5%) and during the treatment. We believed that the reason that non-empathic approaches of the nurses decreased after the empathic-skills-education resulted from the emphasis made on “the issues damaging people” in line with the content of the education.

Overall, 19.9% of the nurses’ communications with the adolescents were empathic approaches before the empathic-skills-education. It was noted that six of the 27 oral communications based on empathic approaches (22.2%) were “data/information collection” and “facilitating emotion/reflecting emotion.” After the empathic-skills-education, 84% of the nurses’ communications with the adolescents (69) were empathic approaches. Judging by the increase in the empathic approaches after the empathic-skills-education compared with the situation before the empathic-skills-education (from 19.9% to 84%), nurses used these approaches more frequently after the education, which confirmed “H2: The empathic-skills-education was effective upon increasing nurses’ empathic approaches.”

Four other empathic reactions (consolidation, using silence, helping, and justifying) were added after the empathic-skills-education to the most commonly used 8 empathic reactions before the empathic-skills-education (informing, facilitating emotions, encouraging, clarifying, approving, communicating the observations, searching the reason of the behavior, and reassuring); it was ensured that 12 empathic reactions were used in total. As a result, it was identified that nurses used non-empathic approaches less but empathic approaches more and frequently after the education. Similar issues were emphasized in educational programs discussed in literature. For example, in the study of Lucio et al. (17) conducted with oncology nurses, it was noted that significant improvements occurred in nurse-patient communication, listening, offering an option, allowing the expression of emotion, and expressing the emotion. The study by Maguire et al. (15), which was conducted with the health care professionals working with cancer patients, nearly 70% of which were nurses, pointed out that professionals’ use of diagnostic approach for basic problems increased considerably, whereas the behaviors of early recommendation and asking questions about physical signs of the patients decreased, but there was no increase in the use of empathic expressions that helped the patients discuss their problems and emotions. Fallowfield et al. (18) suggested that self-confidence level to deal with patient problems of the oncology nurses increased a great deal after an educational program that aimed at improving communication skills. Similarly, in the study by La Monica and Karshmer (19), a 16-hour educational program to improve empathic skills was organized for the nurses who cared for individuals with chronic...
diseases for 7 weeks, and it was demonstrated that empathic skills level, which were rather low at the beginning, increased statistically and significantly after the 16-hour educational program.

There were also native studies on the correlation between the quality of nursing care and empathic communication skills. In the study by Öz (20), it was observed that ineffective empathic communications of the nurses in the control group and experimental group reduced, whereas effective empathic communications and ability to understand the patients and to use empathic approaches increased in the experimental group after the education. In conclusion, it was argued that the ability to use empathic communications could be inculcated or improved with the education given to the nurses. Moreover, in the study by Ünal (21), it was found that the difference between pretest mean score and post-test mean score in terms of levels of empathic tendency, empathic ability, and empathic communication was statistically significant and the educational program provided to the nurses was successful in increasing "empathic tendency," "empathic ability," and "communicational skills" of the nurses.

The current study did not investigate "empathic approaches" and "non-empathic approaches" used by nurses in the communication before and after the empathic-skills-education in relation with their individual, sociodemographic, and professional characteristics. However, it was observed that two nurses used non-empathic approaches in their oral communication before the empathic-skills-education least. When sociodemographic characteristics of these nurses were examined, it was found out that these were the oldest ones of the eight participant nurses. Except for the demographic characteristic, the nurses were similar in terms of professional characteristics and empathic skills.

The current study was conducted with a small study-group and exercises to understand the world of the adolescents, experience histories, discussions, videos, role plays, homework, question-answer, and didactic narrations were utilized. Due to the empathic-skills-education, nurses' awareness of themselves and the world of the adolescent diabetic patients increased and it was ensured that their use of empathic communicatons increased.

CONCLUSION

In the second phase of the study, a total of 136 verbal communications between adolescents and nurses were recorded before the training during the checkup of the patients in the hospital, during treatment, and during dinner. It was observed that 80.1% of these communications performed by the nurses before the education showed characteristics of "non-empathic approach," whereas 19.9% of them showed some characteristics of empathic approach, which indicate that the nurses were more inclined to use non-empathic approaches before the training. When communications after the training were observed, 15.8% of 82 communications showed non-empathic characteristics, whereas 84% of them show emphatic characteristics.
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